Tropic of Stupid by Tim Dorsey
Embarking on a Sunshine State
road trip to meet long-lost family
members, Serge Storms
discovers that he may be related
to a notorious serial killer before
encountering a park ranger with
her own mysterious agenda.
Irish Parade Murder by Leslie
Meier
When a brash new reporter is
implicated in the murder of a
corrections officer, Lucy Stone
uncovers a bizarre mystery
while interviewing a stranger
whose revelations change everything for Lucy's
family.
Into the Light by David Weber
"The Shongairi conquered
Earth. In mere minutes, half the
human race died, and its cities
lay in shattered ruins. But the
Shongairi didn't expect the
survivors' tenacity.

Piece of My Heart by Mary Higgins Clark
Television producer Laurie Moran and her
fiancée, Alex Buckley, the former host of her
investigative television show, are just days
away from their mid-summer wedding, when
things take a dark turn. A ticking clock, a sinister
stalker, and fresh romance combine in this
exhilarating - another riveting page-turner from the "Queen of
Suspense" Mary Higgins Clark and her dazzling partner-in-crime
Alafair Burke."--Provided by publisher.
The Lost Boys by Faye Kellerman
Detectives Peter Decker and Tyler McAdams link
two suspicious disappearances from an assisted
living facility to the case of three missing
campers, before the reappearance of a foster
son's biological mother upends Decker's home
life. What happens next? Read and find out.

Pianos and Flowers by Alexander McCall-Smith
"In Pianos and Flowers we are invited, through
the medium of sepia images, to glimpse a world
long departed. In these stories, inspired by longlost photographs, the lives of the people in the
frame are imagined and then explored, layer by
layer. What must it have been like to be them?

Topsail Sundays by Kathi Daley
In the second installment of the
three part story, Kelly, Carrie,
and Nora, are joined by Quinn,
who together, revisit the past in
the hope of finding answers to a
twenty five year old mystery.
While the details surrounding the mystery seem
to have gaps that can't be explained. Read the
book to find out what happens next!

The Bone Houses by Emily Lloyd-Jones
"When risen corpses called 'bone houses'
threaten Ryn's village because of a decades-old
curse, she teams up with a mapmaker named Ellis
to solve the mystery of the curse and destroy the
bone houses forever"-- Provided by publisher.

Neighbors by Danielle Steel
"Meredith White was one of
Hollywood's most recognizable
faces. But a personal tragedy
cut her acting career short and
alienated her from her family.
For the last fifteen years, Meredith has been
living alone in San Francisco with two trusted
caretakers. On a muggy late summer day, a
massive earthquake strikes... Need to read to
find out what’s next..

The Mystery of Mrs. Christie by Marie Benedict
"December 1926: England unleashes the largest
manhunt in its history. The object of the search
is not an escaped convict or a war criminal, but
the missing wife of a WWI hero, up-and-coming
mystery author Agatha Christie. When her car is
found wrecked, empty, and abandoned near a natural spring, the
country is in a frenzy. To find out what happens next, order the
book, through the library.

